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“ 2 Claims. 
This invention relates to baby‘ garments and 

it particularly‘re‘lates to a so-called three-in-one 
garment in which the shirt and the stockings are 
adapted to be combined with a diaper foldedin ‘a 

5 fashion to serve'as breeches, the object of the 
invention‘being to‘provide means to clothe an in 
fant without having 'toyres'ort‘to safety ‘pins to 
fasten‘the ‘garments together. ‘ " ‘ 

10 means to ‘clothe an infant,‘ which means will not 
be liable to be torn by the stitches of the safety 
pins, ‘or other similar fasteningmeans and to 
thereby relieve the mother ‘of a great deal ‘of 
anxiety le'st her infant child mighthurt himself 
by playing with a safety pin he disengaged, and 
to furthermore relieve-her of a great‘ amount of 

' work'keepin'g the garments in proper repair. _ 
It is also an object ‘ofl'the invention tolprovvide 

, means to ‘clothe an infant in such a manner that 
20 ‘heis'aiways fully. clothed, that‘ no part of the 

clothing can bepushed‘ off so as to lay bareparts 

dangers: catching colds - » ;_ i I H n It is another object-of ‘the invention toprovide 

‘means to, clothe an infant, which means ‘can 
easily-bewashed becausethey are'free ofany 
metal parts which vmight rust and discolor‘ the 
garmentand might happen to‘ pressup'on the 
‘body of thelinfant. ‘ ~- '- i ‘ ' 

5° It is also an' object to 
an infant, which means can'be produced at ‘a 
resonable colt and will give a‘ pleasing'and ‘at 

.tractiv'e garment for the infant ‘so as to be‘ a 

of ‘the body“ and to“ expose the-‘infantltoilthe‘ 

26 

3 _With these and other objects in‘ view, which 
will bemore apparent from the followingdescrip 
tion, reference is had to the accompanying draw 
ing, in ‘which - ‘ 

Figure "1 is a ‘perspective view of an infant 
‘clothed with the three-in-onefgarment forming 
the subject‘matter of my invention; - ~ 
Figure 2 is a front elevation of a shirt forming 

a part of the three-in-one garment, one front 

4 

the manner in which‘ certain fastening means‘ 
are secured to the shirt; ’ > ‘ ‘ ' ‘ 

Figure 3'is a front elevation of a diaper and 
shows how the same is‘fol'ded and tied to serve as 
.breechesfor the' infant, a system or series ‘of 
apertures being shown together with fastening 7‘ 
means‘ by which, the breeches, shirt and the‘ 

50 

stockingsare fastened together so‘ as to make-one 
complete garment; - ‘ ‘ ' - 

5 a ed and fully‘ tied into breeches; 

Iprovide means to‘clothe ‘ 

’_ source of economy and pleasure for‘the mother. ' 

gvertical or ‘horizontaldirection or in the‘form of 

., part 5of the shirt being turned ‘up so as 1to ‘show’ 

7 also reinforcediby 

(01. 20-111) 
‘Figure 5 shows one of the stockings, one side of Y 

the stocking being‘cut into and the flap thus 
formed being turned down to show the‘ apertures 

I by which the stockings'are tied to the breeches; 
Figure 6 is a top view of the breeches if the 60 

‘front part‘ of the same, as shown by Fig. 3, is 
vturned 180° so as ‘to ?atten out the breeches into 

7 ~ ‘one single'strip of cloth. 
It is also-an object'of‘the invention to provide‘ ‘ Like numerals denote like parts throughout 

the various figures. " 

Referring now to the drawing'the numeral 10'; 
denotes the shirt, forming a part of the threeg-in- ' 
Tone garment, 11 the front and 12 the rear part ’ 
70f the shirt. ' 

Strin‘gs13, made of ‘a relatively narrow twist- 70 7 
less tape,‘are secured‘to thelshirt, suitably by 
stitches'lmade ‘by hand or machine, at about the 
‘middle of the string so that the two equally‘long » 
vends of tape thus become available and-may be ‘ 
tied into knots when the garment is put together. 75 
Such strings 13 are provided on either side ‘oflthe 
front-‘part of the ‘shirt, preferably at vits middle, 
and likewise atcorresponding places on its rear ‘ 
‘part, though the Figure2_shows ‘only one string 
'13 for each vpart of the shirt. From an inspection 
of 'Figure2,'it will, however,‘ be noticed that the 
shirt is reinforced by a strip‘ 14 of strong but 
soft material where the strips 13 are secured to 
the shirt 10. " ~ ‘ ' f 

The stockings 15 are provided on both their 
‘outer sides, near their upper rim, with t‘wo‘aper 
tures 16a and 1611011‘ the one side and 160 and 16d 
"on the ‘other, which’ apertures may have the form 
of a- slotrin'the nature of a button-hole, either in 

85 

90 
annular holes, or of any other suitable form. 
According to my present experience I have 

found that apertures‘l? of. vertical direction an- ' 
swer the purposes of my invention very well and, - 
therefore, whenever I refer to similar apertures, 
I alwaysmean that they‘ suitably are of vertical 
direction, v‘event! though annular or horizontal ' 
apertures answeras well} The apertures 16“ in 
the stockin'gare located directly opposite to each 
other‘ and toy make them serviceable, ‘they are» 

a‘strip 17 of strong but soft 
‘material; if ‘ ‘ ‘ i , ~ 

As to the breeches, I wish to say that they are 
formed by arectangular diaper or strip 18 of ma 
terial of‘the double length of the body measured 
‘downwardly from-its middle. An inspection of,‘ 
‘Figure 6 ‘will show’ that the diaper 18'is provided 

‘ 1 i V with two systems‘or series of apertures‘acro‘ss the 

‘Figure'4 showstherear side‘of the diaper fold-‘ v‘width, one near _ and parallel toleach of the edges 
19and20." . a ' . ' > 
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35 C. Inlinear arrangement with the wapert 

The edge 19 is the upper edge of the front 
part F of the breeches and 20 the upper edge 
of its rear part ‘R. ' d I ~ I ” 

I By an inspection of the Figure 3, which shows 
5, the diaper 18 folded up at itsmiddle line m (see 
Figure 6), it will be noticed by the dotted line 21 
that the narrow strips 22 along the sides of 
diaper 18 from the edge 19 to the middle line 

, m, are tucked in and thatthere are-noapertures 
10 similar to apertures 163m the stockingsJ15,-1in said 

flat strips 22 of the front part F. By tucking in 
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these strips 22 on both sides of ‘the front, ‘par-t" 
F and then folding up the diaper 18,»we notice, 
that the sides of the rear part R project from a 

15 below the front part F and form the ?aps '24‘, ex 
which the Figure 3 shows the one atthe left side, 
in its projecting position, wh 

right side is tied upon the front ‘side-F." While the strips 22 of the front part1‘1v have 

ereas that i on the 

20 no apertures at all, we notice that the corre-. 
sponding parts of therear partvR org?aps 24 are 
provided nearthe edge 20 with‘icertain series of 
apertures so for instance with ,apertures25 and :26 
on the left. side and'with, apertures ‘27, and 28‘ 

25 Conthegright/side (see Figure‘ 6) Furthermore 
we ?nd, that near the middle line my,‘ there are; 
provided on theleft side, vthe apertures 29Vand 
30 and on the right side the apertures ,31 and 
32.; From an inspection of Figures 3 and 6 it 

30 {will be apparent that the pairsofapertures >25, 
26-“—-2,9, 30-,—27, 2.8'and 31, 32 are arranged spaced 
ly symmetrically to each other and that the dis- , 
tance ebetween?the apertures of eachpair is the 

same. V ures 25,726 

and27, 28', there'are provided two other pairs 7 
of apertures 33, 34,-,and 35, 36, each pair being 
locatedequidistantly-from the longitudinal cen 

' ter lineof the diaperg18. , - ' 1 _ 

40 In approximately-the middle between the aper 
tures25~ and 33 there is provided a single-aperture 
3'7v and similarly ‘on the othe1?-_.sidetheraperture 
38'betweemtheaperturesg36 and 27'.- ' i ‘ ~ ~ ~ - 

Between the apertures - 25 ‘and, 37 a tap 
45 Ts‘ecurcd, suitably by stitches, with 'oneof; :its ends 

, to the- rear part RV closely to aperture' 25;‘and 
likewisea tape 40 onnthegothergside vclosely to; 
aperture 27 between the apertures. 38 and 27,-:1: I . 

50 Fpart R inwardly from and closely to; apertures 29 
and3l, respectively. - ' v‘ » ,p _ 5, ~ 

In the front part there arealso two-,lines 
of,- apertures whichare in symmetrical arrange 
ment to each other along the longitudinal center, 

55lllne of the diaper 18 andiareequidistantly are, 

Similar tapes 41 and 42 are secured tojtherear 

ranged from the, alinement,_of apertures in. the ,. 
rear part B which they will" cooperatively; engage 
as described’ below. , So the seriesor pairs of aper 

_tures 43,44 and 45, 46 ,have theircounter: part 
17in two ; pairs of ,apertures'47; 48 andr49,_ 50 on 
theright side of the frontpartFand; are alined 
inthe, same distance from the middle line’ m as, 
the line of~aperture30-32,of the rear-part R. 

a _ Another line of: apertures-,runsaparallel to the 
l edge19 of the diaper l8 andlcom'prisesitwo pairs 
of apertures33’, 34' and 35’,136_'_ locatedopposite 
ly and symmetrically to the pairs of‘ apertures 33, 
34 and 35, 3,6. - -' I > , 

70 ‘ On eachside of, the front part F and in alince 
' ~inent with the, aperturesr33';—36’-,there are ‘pro-_ 

60 

vided two' pairs of aperturesarranged iequidis- , 
tantly from eachother and aforesaid line of aper-j 
tures, there being also the same-distancebetween 

75 the individual aperturesof each of these pairs-as 
‘ in any other pairs of apertures mentioned-;_befor_e.v 

At the left of aperture 33' there are the apertures 
51, 52 and 53,54 and at the right of aperture 36' 
there are the apertures 55, 56 and 57, 58 (see Fig 
ure 6). 

' From Figure 3 it is apparent that on the outside 
of the front part F of the breeches there are pro 
vided two strings or tapes 59, one on each side of 
the‘ breeches and symmetrically arranged to each 
other; They are secured tothe breeches and re 
infcifcéd, at, their place of attachmentinthefsame 
fashion as the tapes 13 are secured on the shirt. 

: 'I'n'Figur'e 6 these tapes 59 appear in dotted 
lines-g , a 

‘On the inside of the front part F, therefore ap 
pearingt‘in Figure. 6 in full line, the tape 61 is se 
cured with one end between the apertures 44 and 
45 and similarly the tape 62 between the apertures 
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' 4'7 and¢48;-=likewlsethe tape 63 is secured between 
aperturea Hand 53 and the tape 64 between the 
apertures 56 and 57. 
Having nowggfully, described. the ‘various ele; 

ments and parts. of the baby garmentlmay now , 
describe the various steps of folding'the breeches ,7; 
and :joining the, shirt and stockingsto the same; 

First 1 tuck in the strips22 on each side of the 
front part; about ,asfar as indicated by the dotted; 
line. 21in Figure, 3; then ,1 fold the diaper 18 
until the edge 19 falls ‘in linez/withthe edge-20 
and the ‘strips, 24 project; as. is also; indicated 7 by 
'Figurel3. Then I insertv tape 39:;thr0ugh' aper- 105i 
ture?25, thentape 63,, ?rst, through aperture 52 _ 
and then throughv aperture 26, {whereupon 1 tie _ 
the tapes 39, and,63 as indicated ,by Figure’3 in» 
its, upper right corner ,with respect to tapes'40; 
and 64., r ' v - 

I_proceed t 
41 and_6l; thetape 41;.isqinserted throughpgthe, 
aperture 29, thetape 61;;through the aperture 44 
and _»then~through aperture 30; this is shown‘on 
theright side in; regard ,tofthe tapes ,42Iand 62,_,_115I1i§ 
thetape 42 having been insertedthrough aperturevv _ 
31, and?thetape 62_-_flrs_t through aperture 49;.and» 
then through aperture 32,;p-the ends-of tapes 6,2“ 
and 42, beingshown readyto be tied; However, ' 
this: position shown by Figure, 3 wimrespect to m? 
the tapes ,62,and 42 giyes me achance to secure 
the stocking 15 to the breeches, To do so'I intro; 
duce therightend or thetape 59mm: through the .7 
aperture 16a and‘then through theaperture 16h; 
whereupon ,I_ then ~can tie the two ends of, tape 125-3 
59 ;; thereupon-.1 introduce theztase v62 ?rstthroushi 
aperture 160, there/through 16d andtie then tapes’ 7 
62. and 42 as indicated’ by Figure , As tovqthe; 
stocking 15,101‘ the other-legof-thebaby I,-_of_ 
course, alsouproceedas described above; , , 130 

To combine ~ the; shirtvl? . with the breeches. ,1 . 
insert the lowerend of the shirt into the breeches 
until the stitches, by which the tapes 13-are see 
cured to the shirt 10, comeiin line .with thelines 
of;_the,_apertures of thefrontand vrear_._of.<the>135? 
breeches. TherrI, insert the left end of the tape;v 
13, onthe left sideeof theshirt, through-the aper 
ture, 33’ audits right end through the aperture ' 
34';-.and._;tie then the ends of: the tape :13, ‘,Thé; » 
sameis donewith thetape 13 on the, right side of; 2140!‘ 
the" shirt in connection with the apertures; 35f,_v 
andBG-Qandin the rearwithbothtapes, 13,,one 
o?said tapes in connection with apertures ‘33 and-v 
34 and the other in connection with apertures;.35; * 
and.___36; n r H ’ - 145 

> It is one of ;the desirable features of myiinvenq, 
tiQnthat-the, garment is adjustable ‘071311653691’ 
the infant. The garment described herein ‘is V 
intendedf0rani1nfant~0f 141/2 years of age‘ but 
the garment may beadaptedto ?it-a baby?“ -' 
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1102". 
hén in .thesamewaywith v-theftanes ii 
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only a few months old as well as for an infant of 
a much larger size. . , V 

In‘ case the garment has to ?t an infant of 
larger sire, I can adjust the size of the garment 
by introducing the tape 63 ?rst through aperture 
51, instead of 52, and then through aperture 26, 
thereupon tying the tapes 39 and 63 together. As 
I can do exactly the same on the other side, it is 
obvious that I gain a‘considerable increase in the 
width of the garment. 

If the infant is so small that the garment as 
described would be too wide, I can adjust the 
width of the same by further tucking in the strips 
22 so that the line 21 would, at the top, move 
nearer to the aperture 53, or 54, and below, nearer 
to the aperture 45, or 46. Instead of introducing, 
as described above, the tapes 63‘and 61 through 
the apertures 26 and 30, respectively, I ?rst in 
troduce the tape 63 through aperture 53, or if 
necessary through aperture 54, and tape 61 
through aperture 45, eventually through aper 
ture 46, then tuck in further the strip 22, and 
introduce then the tape 63 through aperture 26, 
then tie tapes 39' and 63, and insert the tape 61 
through aperture 30, whereupon the tapes 41 and 
61 are tied. When the same procedure has been 

' followed on the other side of the garment for 
either widening of- narrowing it, the infant will 
be comfortably and neatly dressed. 
The garment may be made of any material of 

which diapers are generally made" to keep an in 
fant warm enough. 

Finally I wish to say that the above described 
ways of adjusting the width of the garment are 
not the only ways, but that there are others, for 
instance, I may lay the upper left corners of the 
rear part R upon the front partF so that the 
aperture 26 registers with'aperture 52 and the 
aperture 25 with aperture 51, whereupon I sling 
tape 63 ?rst through aperture‘52 and introduce 

it from the rear through aperture 26, whereupon 
I tie tapes 39 and 63 together. 

I may also put, for instance, the upper left 
ends of the front part If and of the rear part R 
together so that aperture'35 registers with aper 
ture 25 and 54 with 26; I can then introduce tape 
39 through 53 and from the rear through aper 
ture 54 straight through aperture 26, then I 
introduce tape 63 through aperture 52, from the 
rear through aperture 51 and straight through 
aperture 37, whereupon I tie tapes 39 and 63. 
Some other variations may easily be made as th 
conditions may require. a 
What I claim is: ~ 
1. A baby garment, consisting of a shirt, hav 

ing a plurality of tape like fastening means se 
cured to its front and rear side, a diaper, having 
a plurality of serially alined apertures arranged 
parallel across its width both near and interme 
diate its front and rear edges, and tape-like fas 
tening means on the inner and outer side of said 
diaper, and a pair of stockings, each stocking hav 
ing a plurality of apertures engaging the afore 
said tape like fastening means. 

2. A baby garment, consisting of a shirt, having 
a plurality of double ended tape-like fastening 
means symmetrically secured to its-front and rear 
side, a diaper, having a plurality of serially-aimed 
apertures arranged parallel across its width both 
near and intermediate its front and rear edges, 
tape-like one ended fastening means on the inner 
side of the diaper, and tape-like double ended 
fastening means on its front end, and a pair of 
stockings, each stocking having a plurality of op 
positely arranged pairs of apertures engaging the 
inner and outer fastening means secured to the 
diaper‘ at its side intermediate its front and rear 
edges. ‘ 

’ ' MARGARET COLLINS. 
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